
INTRO
Yo, I’ve been looking into day trading bro
(Ah here he go!)
I think it’s the next move for me
(Here he go)
I’m about to be rich!
(Ah, really?)
And it don’t even take much, I can just watch YouTube vi-
(Man, YouTube videos? You ain’t afraid to lose all your money dawg?)

VERSE1
Nah man, this gonna be easy
I was on Wall Street Bets all morning
Downloaded Robinhood this evening
Man day trading gonna be a breeze 
It’s like basically cheating
Game plan done
When Monday come man i’m about to be feasting
Lemme rest up, so I can run a check up
Monday morning, rise and shine
How many tendies can I find
I copped some Overstock options
Wasn’t shocked when the stock started dropping
Yeah, I had my sights on zoom and I got it
Now there’s more jumbo shrimp in my pocket
Apple my bitch
I love when she hitting that split
Now i’m popping
Stock going up like a rocket (Uh)
I’m going to the moon with Elon (PAPA)
I’m as rich as it gets, you pion 
I’m feeling like Dave, stock going up
Follow the FEDS, your heart, and Trump
I had a Kodak moment now I picture me riding in a lambo
Living the life, trading ESF drunk on a big ass boat
This ain’t no joke
All I do is win win win win
Reinvest then win again
Bought Bitcoin, Alt season
COVID scare, i’m a short that VIX
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Show me Bull Flag, i’m a dump more in
Tesla split, i’m a dump more in
Now my money long and that shit won’t end
Swimming in the paper with a model from France (YEAH) Now i’m $RICH
Portfolio ridiculous
Join my trading group, dawg
I can teach you what I did (Ay)
Fur coats and hoverboards (Ay)
Golden toilet, Wagyu ribs (Ay)
Printing money as I sleep (Ay)
This as easy as it gets

BRIDGE
Hold up wait
What’s going on?
Am I still sleep?
Is that my alarm? (DAMN)

Morning wake up
I gotta get my cake up
I’m bouta...
Hold on, shit I need my coffee bro
Wait a minute...
*Sips coffee
(AHHH)

VERSE2
Uh, morning wake up
Uh, i’m bouta get my cake up
Um, i’m bouta get to it
Ah man, what time did I wake up?
Ah man, no way
It’s 10 am, ok
I’m bouta get it in, ok
Where can I spend this cake?
I’m going all in on Kodak
Reckless
Messed up (Ah)
REKT’D it
Tried to go again and buy Amazon
Mm-mm
That went south like Texas
I tried to make it up with a Bitcoin
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When did Bitcoin turn to Shitcoin?
Now i’m $BROKE
Bouta buy a $ROPE
I should’ve studied the game
I took it all for a joke
Bouta hit Trendspider.com
And learn how to make my money grow!

(OUTRO)
See I told ya
(Ah come on man)
Yeah I told you it wasn’t easy, didn’t I?
Heh, you thought you could just go on Twitter,
(Ah here he go!)
Be this guru over night
(Here he go!)
Nah man, you gotta put the work in baby!
(Im putting some wo-)
You gotta study partner!
You gotta take some bumps and bruises, man!
(Yes, I know!)
It ain’t easy around here!
(I see that!)
You gotta learn the game!
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